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Resumen

En todo el territorio de la Nueva España se
registró un incesante movimiento poblacional
durante los siglos XVI y principios del XVII.
Los indígenas, acostumbrados a vivir bajo un
patrón poblacional disperso, fueron obligados
por los españoles a reubicarse en pueblos
compactos por considerar que la dispersión
poblacional era una forma de vida salvaje. El
presente trabajo tiene como objetivo describir
el proceso continuo de poblamiento que se dio
en el pueblo de Tlachco/Querétaro, mismo que
fue provocado por las políticas de poblamiento
españolas, las recurrentes epidemias, la
congregación de indios sobrevivientes y el
consiguiente reparto de sus tierras desocupadas,
para los españoles.
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Introduction

Abstract

During the XVI and the beginning of the XVII
centuries, an incessant population movement
was registered in New Spain. The natives who
were used to live under a dispersed urban
population pattern were forced by the
Spaniards to relocate in compact towns
because they considered this form of life to be
savage. The objective of the following work is
to describe the continuous process of
repopulation that happened in the town of
"Tlachco/Querétaro", during the XVI and the
beginning of the XVII centuries, causing by the
Spanish population policies, the recurrent
epidemics, the native congregation of native
survivors and the following distribution of
their unoccupied lands for the Spaniards

Key words: population mobility, indigenous
population, colonization, Spaniard population
policy, New Spain, Tlachco, Querétaro

During the XVI and the beginning of the XVII century, in the whole New
Spain territory there was registered an incessant population movement.
From the first moments of the colonization, the Spanish Crown made

great efforts to relocate the Indians in some previously selected towns. The
reasons for that "gathering" or "joining" the Indians were different, from the
control of scattered people in mounts and brooks, to the evangelization and the
employment of the required workforce for the Spaniards' enterprises.
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All this movement was necessary, from the colonizers' point of view, by the
Mesoamerican way of life, set in a disperse population pattern. In the early
colonial time, the people who had been under the dominion of the Triple Alliance
or under the Tarascos, had a different urban and population evolution from those
located above the Mesoamerican frontier. The entrance of the great Tlachco/
Querétaro Chichimeca, as a frontier place, illustrates this situation by functioning
in the pre-Hispanic epoch, as a settlement between the Tarascos, the Tenochca
Empire and the Chichimeca region, although dependent of the Tenochcas.

This work as an objective to describe the continuous re-population process
that took place in the Tlachco/Querétaro population, provoked by the Spaniard
population policies, the recurring epidemics and the resultant congregation of
Indians during the XVI century and the beginning of the XVII.

According to the available archive material, it is known that such population
was re-populated first with the natives from Tlachco and with indigenous people
from different ethnic groups disperse in the territory, that were later congregated
by a permanent campaign directed by the Otomi governor Fernando Tapia.1
Later, three campaigns organized by the colonial government in the zone are
registered, without the interference of the indigenous council; the first one
between 1558-1562; the second in 1591-1595, and the third from 1601 to 1603.
From the second campaign, the population characteristic of Tlachco/Querétaro
was its ethnic pluralism.

The researchers who detected this large population movement began their
works in the fourth decade of the last century. In 1934, Lesley Byrd Simpson
analyzed some primary sources about the civilian congregations at the end of the
XVI century (Cline, 1995: 205) and identified a large movement that he rated as
the greatest effort of the Crown to urbanize the New Spain. Based on the work
by Simpson, Cline identified in this population movement the precise steps taken
for the re-settlement and besides, a calculation of the moved population at the end
of the XVI century (Cline, 1995: 201). Two decades later, in contradistinction of
Cline and Simpson, Peter Gerhard detected two congregational movements at
different times of the XVI century, one directed by the Mendicants and the other
by civilian judges. According to Gerhard, both population movements modified
the map of the New Spain and were the result of a previous population descent
(Gerhard, 1977: 347-395; 1975: 566-578).

1 See the complete process in Somohano, 2002, chaps. III and IV.
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These two movements, presented by Gerhard, before they seemed separate
events, however, when being studied, De la Torre Villar proposed that it was
about the same process but divided in three stages, from the arrival of the Spanish
to the Antilles to their arrival to Mexico (De la Torre, 1995: 9-13); the second,
from that last event until before the first congregations of 1550, and the third,
more dense, from 1550 to 1635. De la Torre Villar only worked the population
policy, more than the population action itself. The movements identified by
Gerhard, Cline and Simpson were compacted in the third stage proposed by De
la Torre, not being studied yet the stage previous to 1550. This gap was covered
by García Zambrano, who did a follow up of the population dynamic forms that
were registered according to the three actors involved: the Crown, the grocers
and the clergy; the three of them, fighting for the control of the natives and their
lands (García, 2001: 459-496). It can be concluded that the engine of the
continuous re-population in the New Spain had to do mainly with the epidemics,
the congregation of disperse Indians, the need of workers and the distribution of
lands. This process is also observable in Tlachco/Querétaro.

The Pre-Hispanic settlement in Tlachco

Due to a fight in 1536 by the encomienda of Tachco and Cincoque, it can be
inferred that in the pre-Hispanic epoch the current Querétaro was a settlement
known as Tlachco.2 The large quantity of testimonials from the seven questionnaires
of the aforementioned judicial litigation allow delineating the image of the
settlement to the arrival of the Spanish. There Chichimecas and a colony of
Otomi Maceguales cotton growers and producers of petates were living.3 This
product was used to pay tributes to Xilotepec, place were they were subject to.4

At the same time, Tlachco and Xilotepec depended on the Tenochca Empire.5

2 In the dispute of the Xilotepec chieftain against Hernán Pérez Bocanegra for the stances of Tlachco
and Cincoque, of 1536, the question is asked explicitly and nobody refutes it. "First, you must be asking
if you know the named Hernán Pérez Bocanegra and the Xilotepeque chieftain and if you have news
from Querétaro, that on the other those from Xilotepeque call Taxco about this dispute". AGI, Justicia
124, 1536, f. 49v (Somohano, 2002).
3 The lordship of Xilotepeque had in this town three pieces of land where cotton was cropped and "they
were benefited the neighbouring Indians to such subject lands and maceguales from Xilotepeque". AGI,
Justicia 124, 1536, f. 171.
4 "En las dichas estancias están los vasallos de Xilotepeque poblados e algunos chichimecas e queste
testigo es chichimeca venido en las dichas estancias e vivido en ellas de muncho tiempo a esta parte".
AGI, Justicia 124, 1536, f. 35.
5 AGI, Justicia 124, fs. 1-10, 1536.
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The settlement was located within the border lines of the mentioned empire and
was a military guard to contain the Tarascos invasions (Sigüenza y Góngora,
1985: 1).6

The urban and population pattern of Tlachco

Tlachco responded to the same disperse population pattern common of the
Mesoamerican peoples, for what it is inferred that the largest population
concentration was located in what is now called the Sangremal hill or de la Cruz
hill (figure 1a).7 The settlement was formed by houses where the Chichimecas
and Otomies dwelled. Such settlement had a square where the tianguis was
located8 and also a religious centre at the top of the hill.9 Another large quantity
of inhabitants lived disperse within the town's 'limits'. The witnesses say: "They
don't live in it, but very fiu people than the people who live ther don't have their
houses, but in the hill".10

Tlachco as a commend, 1533-1541

The new population conformation of Tlachco was after the Spaniard conquest,
in 1531. With the arrival of the Spaniards to the New World and the conquest of
Tenochtitlan, the control exercised by the Triple Alliance in the zone decreased.
The Tlachco population was part now of the Xilotepec encomienda, assigned to

6 Sigüenza y Góngora  bases this affirmation on "evidencia ... de memoriales antiguos de la historia de
Moctecuhzuma Ilhuicamina, como de mapas pintados en Tenexamatl, que en su poder conserva"; such
information is ratified in AGI, Justicia, 124.
7 The Otomí chieftain Nanacach, later called Hernando Bocanegra, o Fernando de Tapia, had his house
at the top of the Sangremal hill, since he declared that the cross had been installed in his house. AGI,
Justicia 124, 1536, f. 112. According to the appreciation of the Spaniard Pedro Méndez de Sotomayor,
calpixque or tribute collector of Tlachco in 1563, the town had approximately five thousand
inhabitants, surely including those who lived in the compact settlement and those who were scattered
in the limits; another Spaniard mentioned that they were approximately 60 houses together on the
hill. Testimony of Pedro Méndez de Sotomayor. AGI, Justicia 124, 1536, f. 120v.
8 Testimony of Graviel, natural Indian  of México, salt merchant, "e queste testigo fue también allí
cargado porque lo tomaron en el tianguez". The Spaniards surprised the population and in the tianguis
(market) caught as many Indians as they could.. AGI, Justicia 124, 1536, f. 219.
9 The lot where the cross was settled on the Sangremal hill belonged to one of the main Otomies, ,
Nanacach. Testimony of Nanacach: "e pusieron en casa deste testigo una cruz". AGI, Justicia 124, 1536,
f. 112. According to friar Isidro Félix, the place where "en donde fe pufieron las piedras de nuestra Cruz
era puntualmente en la gentilidad un acerbo, o montón de piedras en que adoraban los bárbaros fus idolos"
(Espinosa, 1997: 1).
10 AGI, Justicia 24, 1536, f. 174v.
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the Spanish Juan Jaramillo, between 1521 and 1526.11 Later, Tlachco was
reassigned to Nuño de Guzmán as encomienda to Hernán Pérez Bocanegra, in
1534, because it was considered as part and limit of the New Galicia and not of
the New Spain.12 Along with the arrival of the new land owner and his men, the
Tlachco population, before formed by Chichimecas, some Mexicas and mainly
Otomies from Xilotepeque, received a large variety of new dwellers: Tarascos
and Otomies from the Purepecha margins, new groups of Otomies who
attempted to escape from the Xilotepeque control13 and some Mexicas that
escaped after the defeat of Tenochtitlan (Wright, 1989: 237-253). By 1541,
Tlachco/Querétaro was no longer part of the Peréz de Bocanegra encomienda
and was once more dependant of Xilotepeque and the new Spain.14

The population campaigns on the Chichimeca region,
1542-1547

From the first contact with Mesoamerica, the Spaniard conquerors perceived,
according to the European population experience, that the Indians lived throughout
the territory. The efforts for the exploitation of the natural resources, the
recollection of tributes and the Mendicants' evangelization purposes cannot be
done due to the scattering of the Indians. This motivated the Spaniard Crown to
make norms that tended to gather the native dwellers in strategically located
places, solving this way the needs of each group participant of the new
colonization: the conquerors, the Mendicants and the land owners. The Crown
denominated the towns where the Indians were gathered, Indian towns, which
had to have certain characteristics: a reticular urban trace, a doctrine convent at
the centre of the reticule and a political administration in the figure of a council.
(García, 2001: 459-496).

11 Jaramillo declared in 1539 that 16 years earlier Hernán Cortés had entrusted him the encomienda
of Xilotepeque due to his efforts and distinction during the conquest. AGI, Patronato 55, n. 6, R.4,
f. 3.
12 AGI, Justicia, 124, fs. 1-10.
13 AGI, Justicia 124.
14 El pleito entre el encomendero Hernán Pérez Bocanegra y el cacique de Xilotepeque por las estancias
de Tlachco y Cincoque fue resuelto en 1541 a favor del cacique don Luis, por lo que Pérez Bocanegra
se vio obligado a dejar ese lugar. AGI, Justicia 124, 1536-1541.
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The population campaigns of the Mendicants and land
owners in 1542

The Franciscan Mendicants who arrived early to Michoacán immediately began
their gathering labor (De la Rea, 1996: 110).15 So, the position of Acámbaro
(granted to Pérez Bocanegra), the frays and the land owners started their
incursion through the indomitable Chichimeca zone (Wright, 1989: 237-253). The
Mendicants invited the Indians and Spaniards from the close towns to join their
enterprise (Rionda, 1997: 67). When Bocanegra lost Tlachco and Cincoque, also
Nanacach or Fernando de Tapia, the former ally of Pérez Bocanegra in Tlachco
lost his power. For that reason, when they were convoked by Fray Juan de San
Miguel from Acámbaro, Fernando de Tapia joined the Fray. The Otomí chieftain
and Fray Juan de San Miguel were able to reduce or gather a larger quantity of
Chichimeca Indians and they moved them to more concurred settlements (Loc.
cit.).

The first population's epidemic

In 1543, a catastrophe took place in New Spain, when an epidemic that scourged
the Indians was spread. For the Michoacán province, Fray Alonso de la Rea
considered that "from six parts of Indians, five died in this Michoacán province"
(De la Rean, 1996: 159). The population decreased impressively; this epidemic
was spread with the same intensity in Tlachco, decimating its population, from
which only one sixth survived. At the end of the catastrophe, the settlement must
have been almost deserted, with many of its lands abandoned and without being
cultivated.

15 De la Rea affirms that friar Juan de San Miguel left  "poblado lo más de Mechoacán".
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Querétaro is founded again and receives congregated
Indians, 1547-1558
The permanent population campaign from the Fernando Tapia
government

Along with Fray Juan de San Miguel, Fernando Tapia acquired population
experience. The Otomí chieftain consolidated an army trained for that end. In
1547, don Fernando returned to Tlachco,16 where he fought with his army against
his old adversaries until he brought under the native population, both Chichimeca
and Otomí.17 Then, Fernando Tapia was self-named town's governor18 with the
consent of the Medicants19 and the land owner from Apaseo and Acámbaro,
Pérez Bocanegra (Rionda, 1997: 47). With the governor position, the Spaniard
administrative figure of the council was installed in the town. Later the other
positions were integrated, with the main Indians as Mayors and councilors
approved by the Viceroy.20 The town council would be then the responsible of
applying the population and distribution of the rural and urban space policies
within the Talchco limits.

By the mid XVI century the problems were intensified with the Chichimeca
groups from the north. The land owner of Apase and Acámbaro was entrusted
to defend the zone with allied Indians and Spaniards (Powell, 1977: 20-21).
Trying to collaborate with the pacification of the region, the Viceroy dictated
several commands to favor the concentration of the surviving concentration who
would accept to live in 'urbane police', in the previously selected and conditioned
towns (García, 2001: 34). Measure for which Tlachco received a strong support
for it was the entrance to the great Chichimeca.

16 Quizá esta determinación se debió a que el pleito por Querétaro entre el obispado de Michoacán y
el arzobispado de México había concluido, ganando el arzobispado de México. AGI, Escribanía 159ª,
1541-1547. Pleitos, Audiencia de México. 1547. El licenciado Vasco de Quiroga, obispo de Michoacán,
con el Marqués del Valle y con fray Alonso de Montufar, arzobispo de México, sobre la posesión y
términos de la villa de Querétaro y otras cosas. Devuelto a la Audiencia de México en 1586. (continúa
en 159B) 2 piezas.
17 De la Rea, 1996, p. 159; Rionada Arreguín, 1997, p. 7; Relación de méritos y servicios de Fernando
de Tapia in Wright, 1989, pp. 237-253. In his merits relation Tapia says he participated in the conquest
and pacification with men and arms. AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 4, f. 12. Compulsoria de la Real
Audiencia para los méritos de don Fernando de Tapia. November 9, 1569.
18 AGNP, Notaría de Tepeaca, Leg. 1, Cristóbal de Tapia, años 1550-1569, caja 2, f. 1 (Cruz, 1997:
38-44).
19 AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 4, f. 12.
20 The Viceroy gives an order to incorporate to the Querétaro's council two Indian chiefs: the principal
Andrés and Diego. AGN, Mercedes, v. 3, exp 387, fs 157v. August 31, 1550.
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Tlachco is founded again as Indian town

In 1548, Tlachco began the trace of its urban plan (Figure 1b) and the plans for
the Franciscan convent (Figure 1k). By 1550 it already had its council headed by
the governor Fernando de Tapia. With these elements, the urban plan, the
convent and the council, Tlachco was re-founded as a town of Indians, but now
it was called Querétaro. Tlachco and Querétaro mean the same: 'cancha de
pelota' (ball court). The difference is that the former is its denomination in
Náhuatl and the latter in Purépecha. As Querétaro had the necessary urban
dispositions, the indigenous governor was authorized to begin with the campaigns
and gather the Indians scattered in hills and valleys, within its limits (Somohano,
2002: cap. VI). It is known that the incursions were of a violent nature and they
reached Hueymilpan.21

The distribution of lots and fields

When the new congregated were moved to the town they a lot within the limits
of the urban trace and lands for their crops. To the surviving Indians from the old
pre-Hispanic Tlachco settlement, plots in the urban centre were distributed, next
to the convent, as well as land for their crops, respecting their previous
possessions.22 The indigenous governor Fernando Tapia also distributed plots in
the towns' centre and lands for cultivation in the out rim to the Indians of his army,
who helped him to enter by the Chichimeca zone23 and now were with him
recruiting Indians, devastating the zone. The Indian congregated by Fernando de
Tapia also were settled in the urban trace, but in the centre (Figure 1b). Another
indigenous groups also arrived, seemingly by their own will, looking for a safe
place to settle down.24 In exchange to the distribution of the plots in the urban
trace and the lands for cultivation, the Indians from the New Spain must have to
pay a tribute to the Crown or to its encomendero. Such measure intended to break
the old dependence attachments of the maceguales with their main Indians and
chieftains to turn them into Crowns subjects (Menegus, 1994; García Castro,
1999).

21 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, 1723.
22 AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 4, n. 144115; AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 40, f. 270.
23 AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 16, n. 90; AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 51.
24 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, 1723, Testimonuales de 1604.
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Seemingly, the repartition the indigenous governor did was arbitrary, since he
kept for himself many of the lands (Somohano, 2002: cap. VI). It was assigned
a plot to the new arrived Indians a, but were placed as maceguales to crop the
principals' lands and those of the indigenous governor, not giving them in property
the lands for their crops.25 Some Indians, as those from Hueymilpan, accused the
governor of trying to take possession of the lands and take them to Querétaro to
work in his maceguales.26 Fernando de Tapia, as well as many other governors
from the indigenous towns in the New Spain, reserved a good part of the
tributaries for his personal benefit, excluding them from the Real Hacienda.27

The first campaign organized by the viceregal
government, 1559-1566
The re-organization of the land and their users

In the new fiscal reform applied in the New Spain, the Crown forgot to reserve
the tribute for the principal lords and indigenous chieftains, since now they had
to receive, now, a salary. Trying to recover their rights, the indigenous chieftains
and principals charged their own tributes to the maceguales, charging them as
well the taxes imposed for the Crown or the encomendero, besides those asked
for the community and the church (Zavala, 1985: 427). When the Crown noticed
this deviation of taxes, for the large quantity of tributaries the chieftains had
reserved, and of the lands their kept for themselves, the viceroy order a series
of new distributions of those lands to give them to the Indians who had none.28

It was then intended to end with the tributaries that the governors and chieftains
had hidden (Menegus, 1994: 116-117).

The King ordered, through the document of 1558, to congregate in the biggest
towns the scattered Indians, because they considered that the few of them had
occupied large extensions of land. This order was constituted in juridical and
political instrument for the re-organization of the lands (Carrasco, 1967: 140-152)
and so eradicating the fiscal evasion, vacating the territory populated by a handful
of Indians and achieving the effective distribution of lands hidden by the
25 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, 1723, Testimonuales de 1604
26 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, 1723, Testimonuales de 1604
27 There is a list of tributary maceguales of Don Fernando de Tapia who by the beginning of the XVII
century continue paying tribute to the heirs of the Tapias and later to the Santa Clara convent. AHPFM,
Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 16, n. 90.
28 Known as the Valderrama reforms (Menegus, 1994).
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chieftains. In order to effectuate the new re-organization "land distributor judges"
were appointed, alien to the local towns and governors. With this measure, in
Querétaro there was registered the first population campaign organized by the
viceregal government, without the interference of the governor, who was
temporary destitute, between 1559 and 1562, (Wright, 1989: 247-248) while the
measure was applied.29

After the fist population debacle, in 1543, and the vacating of the deceased
Indians, the Viceroy started the land distribution to the Spaniards in the places
close to the town of Querétaro, outside its limits; but with the lands vacated by
the Indians recently congregated during the first campaign of the colonial
government, from 1559 to 1562, lands were distributed within the limits of
Querétaro.

Amongst the Indians, from whom we have information about their population
reduction during this campaign, there were the natives who inhabited the valleys
of Amazcala30 and those from Hueymilpan.31 In the town of Santa María it was
tried to move the Indians, but due to their closeness, less than a day-walk, they
were able to remain in their lands. Many Indians reused to move for fear of losing
their lands. In order to speed up the moving and to ease the natives, in 1560, the
King considered and ordered that the Indians who accepted to reduce would
keep their cropping lands (Somohano, 2002). So, the Indians from Hueymilpan
were reduced in Querétaro, but kept their old lands.32 However, it seems that
those from the Amazcala had lost them since those lands were immediately
distributed to the Spaniards. For example, in 1559 the Spaniard Miguel Rodríguez
de Azevedo received a ranch for small cattle "in the Valley of Mascala, after the
unused church" (Jiménez, 1996: 183).

Once the Indians were led to Querétaro, they were assigned plots in the south
sector of the new trace33 (Figure 1c) and lands for their crops were distributed
as well in the Valley of Querétaro. From 1562, Don Fernando had collaborated

29 According to the witnesses, the new towns' urban trace was occupied by the Indians from 1559, when
the viceroy ordered licenciado Oceguera to perform the gathering. AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 5, Títulos
y ejecutoria de Guimilpa.
30 In 1559 the Spaniard Miguel Rodríguez de Acevedo received a lot for livestock "en el Valle de Mazcala,
pasado de la yglesia despoblada". The Amazcala Valley seemingly was empty due to the congregation.
The town or caserío next to the church of Amazcala was vacated after the distribution. AGN, Tierras,
vol. 2467, exp. 1 (Jiménez Gómez, 1996: 183).
31 AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 5, Títulos y ejecutoria de Guimilpa.
32 AGN, Mercedes, v. 2645, exp. 4.
33 In 1566 arrived to Querétaro a visitor, the Mayor, Juan de Salazar, who seems to had distributed lots
in the new trace. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 2, n. 6861, 1589.
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and accepted the distribution of ranches, reason why he was once more
incorporated as the towns' governor.34

The new congregated were settled by Don Fernando in the trace, as Thomás
Gregorio and Agustín Xuarez, who were installed in the blocks in the south part
of the trace, close to where the channel passes by35 (Figure 1c). Diego Xani and
Alonzo Enzo received a plot in the block across Thomás Gregorio, in the middle
of the trace.36 The cropping lands from these settlers were assigned along the
royal path that went from Querétaro to Jurica37 (Figure 1d).

The lands vacated by the Indians were immediately distributed. During 1564
and 1567 the distribution of the available lands amongst the Spaniards was ended,
being 1656 the most intense, registering 15 distributions. From 1571 to 1575 four
grants were given,38 ending for then with the furor of land distribution and the
congregations, started by the document of 1558 and the Valderrama reforms
(Carrasco, 1967: 140-152).

Second campaign, 1576-1595
The second epidemics, of 1576

The town of Indians of Querétaro was re-populated with the Indians from
Tlachco and the new inhabitants congregated. The latter arrived as a result of
the indigenous governor campaigns, the one organized by the colonial government
and the fluid migration of the Indians that arrived voluntarily to be settled.
Nonetheless, once more in 1576 the calamity hit the New Spain. According to
the Relación geográfica de Querétaro (Querétaro's geographic relation), the
deceased by the epidemic were more than half of the population 39. Among the
large quantity of dead Indians were the indigenous principals and the men from
the chieftain family of the Tapia.40

34 AGN, Tierras, vol. 2738, exp. 18, 1562.
35 AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 6, n. 174182, 1595.
36 AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 6, n. 174182, 1595.
37 AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 16, n. 90, 1723.
38 To consult on the endowment of grants given by the Viceroy in the region in the XVI century, see
Jiménez Gómez, 1996.
39 Relación geográfica de Querétaro in Wright, 1989, pp. 128-129.
40 Don Miguel de Ávalos. In 1577, the Indian Francisco Ramírez starts land litigation in Santa María
Magdalena, against Doña María de Tapia, who was wife of Don Miguel. AHQ, caja 1, folder 223/3, 1577;
Don Gaspar de Salazar. On September 24, 1577 Doña María Magdalena, wife of Don Fernando de Tapia,
has a legal difference with the Don Gaspar father, Joan de Buenaventura, principal of Tajimoroa, about
the inheritance, since she is included in the Catalina endowment and it does not concurs with Don Gaspar
will. AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 4, n. 47; don Francisco de León. Su testamento
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At the same rhythm of the deceases, the Viceroy started to distribute to the
Spaniards the crop lands of the dead Indians. When a principal Indian died, it did
not implied that his family died as well, however, the land was distributed again.41

So that the distributed lands, for the first time, were located within the town's
limits that divided that Indians and Spaniards land. The furor of the land
distribution lasted the same time as the epidemic.

The Viceroy also ordered that some blocks next to the convent were kept, as
well as the mill for the Spaniards who would arrive to Querétaro.42 In the town
Spaniards lived since the first grants were given; however, the quantity was small
in comparison to the indigenous population.43 In previous occasion, the plots had
been distributed among the Indians, but now the Spaniards, Mestizo, mulattos and
colored people were placed in the empty plots within the thace.44

The political and population composition of Querétaro changes

Two years after the epidemic of 1576 began; the positions of the functionaries
of the indigenous council were vacant. Only one family had controlled the local
control. Now all the men of the family were dead, only a male child survived, but
he was too young so he was incapable of claim the properties of his family.
Before this power space and the population decrement, the viceroy took the
opportunity of installing a larger mayoralty, having as centre Querétaro, under its
jurisdiction were now San Juan del Río, Apapátaro and Hueymilpan. The new
migration flows were mainly from Spaniard and Mestizo populations, but also of
mulattos and black people.

y recaudos de su liquidación en 1579. AHPFM, Inventario del A. P, 14 de abril de 1579, fray Pablo
Beaumont, cajón 8, legajo I, n. 1; Libro Becerro, sec. F, n. 128-V. February 24, 1579.
41 For example, from the main characters of the Tapia family. When Don Francisco died in 1571,
his sons-in-law took the positions in the council, and when they died in the epidemics, their lands were
distributed being their wives alive; Don Fernando's wife was also alive and Diego de Tapia was a child,
years later, they recovered some lands, but it was not the same situation of the other Indians.
42 For Spaniards, 1577 (Grant of a lot to Juan Martín). "en la parte señalada para los españoles que
pueblan en Querétaro, señalé un solar a Juan Martín. Junto al mesón o en la plazuela que está entre el
monasterio y el molino del dicho pueblo. Porque como savéis por otro mandamiento mío mando se
den y repartan ciertos solares del dicho pueblo entre los españoles que allí quisieren vivir [y] por agora
no conviene pueblen en otra parte dentro del dicho por la presente os mando que a la parte y lugar que
está se ladado para poblar y congregar los dichos españoles déis y señaleis al dicho Juan Martín un solar
en que haga y edifique su casa por la forma y horden que está mandado por el dicho mandamiento que
siéndole por vos señalado..." AGN, Mercedes, vol. 10, fs. 213 y v. February 8, 1577.
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The Indians who lived in the centre and the trace started to sell them their
plots, and with this they moved back to their houses in their cropping lands,
located in the outside of the town. The population component changed substantially.
Now there was a multiethnic range, with a composition of Otomies, Chichimecas,
Tarascos and Mexicans; apart from the black people, mulattos, Mestizo and
Spaniards. All these inhabitants produced changes in the town atmosphere.45

In less than a decade, the town's economy turned around the Spaniard
population, who were ranchers, merchants, cattle ranchers and agriculturalists,
some of them had ventured to invest in the mining exploitation of a northern
region, in Xichú.

The son of the Tapia, don Diego, when he was in legal age in 1582, began to
recover many of his assets.46 The widowed sisters of don Diego, bereft from their
deceased husbands' lands also recovered their haciendas when they bought them
back from the Spaniards.47 The indigenous chieftain family was re-positioned,
however, it was obliged to share the council's spots with the other hegemonic
indigenous families from the congregated towns. The positions were taken by
turns, but the indigenous council had no longer the power of the town. In that
moment the mayor had it, even the council had to fight for its competence over
the Indians to be respected.48

From 1590 it began to notice that several quarters in Querétaro, as the Barrio
del Espíritu Santo (figure 1c) 49 in the south of the trace; the Barrio de San
Pedro,50 in La Cañada (Figure 1e); La parte de los mexicanos 51 (The Mexicans'
part in the north of the new trace (Figure 1f). The black people live to the south
of the San Francisco convent: "is the south part where the black people live"52

43 AGN, Inquisición, vol. 41, exp. 4, 1568. The Spaniard says he lived in Querétaro since he was a child
and in 1559 two friars from the Franciscan convent exorcised him.
44 To observe the vacancy and distribution of lands in detail see Somohano, 2002.
45 Information of the lineage and blood cleansing of Rodrigo de la Rea and Isabel López, his wife, for
the Santo Oficio, 1586. AGN, Inquisición, vol. 190, exp. 14. f. 88.
46 AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 16, hacienda de San Pedro y San Pablo.
47 AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 7, n. 69; AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes,
caja 2, n. 19.
48 "Para que el alcalde mayor de Querétaro, en las causas livianas y de poca calidad deje al gobernador
y alcaldes conocer de primera instancia, se les deje concluir sin quitárselas ni adjudicárselas". AGN,
General de parte, vol. 2, exp. 969, f. 208.
49 Barrio del Espíritu Santo. The Indians from the Barrio del Espíritu Santo made a relation for the
Vicerroy so that they could water their lands and lots and opened a irrigation ditch to his expense and
mission without harm to the community or third parties, and now BArtolomé de Orduña impides doing
such activity. May 11, 1591. AGN, Indios, vol. 5, exp. 516, f. 211v.
50 Barrio de San Pedro. The witness is Pablo Pérez, naative from Querétaro and from the barrio San
Pedro, farmer and witness of some Otomies Indians. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 7, n. 260226.
Ordinario, Jannuary 2, 1598.
51 Explicilty in the contracts is stated "De la parte de los mexicanos" locating them in  a few blocas
sector: Lucas Hernández, Francisco Sánchez, Juan Miguel, Diego Hernández, etc. Indios mexicanos:
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(Figure 1g). The colonial legislation had tried, without any success, that in the new
part, or the town's west sector, to make only Indians to live. Even avoiding the
establishment of stores or wine shops.53 But the continuous sale of plots from the
Indians settled in that sectors to other inhabitants impede such purpose.54

The distributions of lands to the Indians and to other inhabitants, from the
indigenous councils, were forbidden. In 1589 King Felipe II decreed that only by
the colonial government favor it was possible to grant lands, asking the Viceroy,
presidents and governors not to accept the distributions from the councils.55

The second large Crown's population campaign, 1591-1595

By 1591 it was possible to negotiate the pacification of the Chichimeca region,
specifically the area between Querétaro and San Luis Potosí. The Viceroy
dictated several precaution measures trying to stabilize and culture that zone
(Powell, 1977: 196). Some groups of Indians from different ethnics, mainly
Tlaxcaltecas, moved to the Chichimeca region to settle along the recently
pacified Chichimecas, whom were considered savages.56 Other groups of
Chichimecas were relocated in the towns established in the limits of the old

AHQ, Notarías, Baltazar Martínez, vol, 2, f. 461. Juan Bautista Mexican. AHQ, Notarías, Baltazar
Martínez, vol, 1, fs. 133-134.
52 AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 41, f. 271, 1591.
53 The sale of alcohol is forbidden in the trace (the blocas formed by the new horizontal and vertical
streets). AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 5, n. 158151.
54 There is a large quantity of references of trade of houses and lots, or applications from the Indians
to the Mayor so they have the permission to sale their houses, next, we present some of those examples:
Petition of Andrés de la Cruz, Mexican Indian, to sell a house in right. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, s.
284, n. 903; don Pedro de Quesada bought a house and orchard from Doña Juana Vázquez, chieftain
Indinan, 1582. AHPFM, Becerro y Protocolo de los Propios y Rentas de este Real Convento de Nuestra
Madre Santa Clara de Querétaro. Sección P, n. 207; Agustín Xuarez and his wife María Xeni, Indians,
on permission to sell thier house and orchard, 1587. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 2, n. 6053; José
Felipe and María, his wife, Indian native from this town ask for permission to sell their house, lot and
orhcard with fruit trees they have in this town, 1590. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 6, n. 172179;
Last year, me and my wife, Cecilia Álvarez, sold Melchor Cobarrubias a lot and a house with everything
that was built and farmed, with the orchard and fruit trees annexed. 1599. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil,
caja 10, n. 307299; Esteban Etay, Indian, native if this town, I state that I own land and lots in excess,
which I inherited from my ancestors and now I am in great need, so I ask Your Favor to sell what I
have in this town, 1593. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 4, n. 132121; Purchase of a house and a lot.
Isabel López and Miguel Hernández were presented, and by means of Alonso Solís granted the sale to
Gonzalo Rodríguez soez houses and another piece of horchard, 1593. AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja
5, n. 143138; street cry to sell the houses, orchard and lot that Baltazar and Lucas, indians , sale, 1596.
AHQ, Poder Judicial, Civil, caja 6, n. 473198.
55 Royal Documents, March 8, 1589, t. 1, f. 67, p. 2071.
56 In December 1590, the Viceroy started to negotiate with the Indian chieftains of Tlaxcala, traditional
friends and allies of the Spaniards, to send 400 families to the north in order to establish eight
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Tenochca Empire 57. In Querétaro, for the second time took place a series of
Indian congregations organized by the colonial government, especially designed
to settle these Chichimecas, Otomies and Pames. The main Viceroy allies in
these pacification tasks had been, since the beginning, the encomenderos.
Seemingly, Don Diego de Tapia, as indigenous chieftain, also collaborated with
this pacification task.58

The second stage of congregations by the colonial administration began
between 1591 and 1593. The encomendero of Querétaro, don Pedro de Quesada
was commissioned to register and verify the town's vacant plots and lands so he
could reassign them. The congregations of that time  can be observed from two
aspects: the first one about the reorder of the empty spaces in the Querétaro's
urban zone, entrusted to Don Pedro de Quesada with the title of juez de
repartimientos reformador de las casas y solares del pueblo;59 (Distribution
reformer judge of the town's houses and plots) and the second, done again by Don
Pedro, with the title of juez para la junta y congregación de los indios de la
provincia de Xilotepeque.60 (Judge for the gathering and congregation of the
Indians in the province of Xilotepeque).

Apparently, his commission was to detect the empty spots in the town and
verify that the proprietors of the occupied spots were their legitimate owners.
After the inspection, an administrative and spatial re-ordering took place so that
the houses and orchards were one next to the other, without leaving empty
spaces between them. During this time, many of the Indians spots were still on
sale. Taking advantage of these urban spaces, the Mestizo and Spaniard
population sectors continue growing.

The second congregation campaign allowed that many indigenous groups to
settle in Querétaro. For example, some Otomies were relocated: "For then to see
the parts and places where the Otomies want to live, and if proper, settle them
and populate in a comfortable place, pointing them their lands"61 The Chichimecas

settlements. This kind of defensive and pacifying colonization had been planned to teach the
Chichimecas to guide them to a sedentary and Christian life. The Viceroy Velasco thought that by this
means a long-lasting peace was founded. (Powell, 1977: 202).
57 Petition of the residents of the great Chichimeca. Point 10. In the mountains of the Acambaro and
Querétaro provinces the Pames, some Otomies and Tarascos have been living is small groups of 10
to 20, in remote and wild lands, and so, they are out of control. They have to be made to go to the
heads of town, where they can be observd and Christianized (Powell, 1977: 182).
58 For the Information of Merits of Don Diego de Tapia, see Wright, 1989.
59 María Edendeaxi, Indian, daughter of Simón and Ana, deceased, say that I demanded before Don Pedro
de Quesada as distribution judge of the houses and plots of this town against Gaspar Rodríguez and the
other people asking for the right of me being adjudged a lot and a house of my propriety, 1593. AHQ,
Poder Judicial, caja 3, n. 8373.
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were settled in the Patehe valley, later known as Las Carretas (Figure 1h), next
to the north-west extreme of the town. In that same place they were given their
cropping lands.62 Other indigenous who were tried to move lived in the towns
close to Querétaro. The Indians from the valleys of Santa María Magdalena, San
Francisco and San Juanico were tried to be congregated, but they asked the
Viceroy to be left in their communities for "the commodity and closeness we have
to the centre, from where we can hear mass on the precept days and all the rest
of the year and to have all the sacraments."63 The petition was accepted and Don
Pedro de Quesada notified them that they could remain there for the reasons they
explained.64 Don Pedro was also ordered to protect the Indians who were
congregated in order to preserve their origin lands.65 Later, the congregations of
the time were suspended due to the lack of financing from the colonial
government.66

The third campaign, 1595-1603
The third epidemic, from 1595 to 1597

For the third time in the XVI century, the plague arrived to the New Spain. In
1595, a grave epidemic that decimated the indigenous population began. The
Indians from Querétaro and its subjects towns started to have problems to pay
the tributes after the large number of victims, since they paid an amount
according to established rates. The largest casualties were registered between
1596 and 1597, when more than one thousand tributaries died.67 In 1597 the
indigenous community had to sell some irrigation land to Don Diego de Tapia
because the could not afford paying the tributes to the encomendero and to the
Crown. As they do not have money to pay, the indigenous council was
incarcerated. Don Diego paid 300 pesos for the land and settle the debt.68 The
complains from the Indians before the Viceroy increased for they said that they

60 Cited in the sale deed of a lot in the corner next to the houses of Don Diego de Tapia, 1593. AHPFM,
Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 4, n. 48.
61 AGN, Indios, vol. 5, exp. 492, f. 205, 1591.
62 AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 7, n. 66.
63 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, f. 169v.
64 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, f. 169v.
65 AGN, Indios, vol. 6, exp. 611, f. 162.
66 The Viceroy to Their Majesties notifying them of the Indians congregations. The aggravations that
the Indians receive and the lack of money to do the congregations, 1592. AGI, México, 22, n. 74.
67 Second question of the proven of Don Diego de Tapia: "Y ten si saven que los dichos años de 96
y 97 ubo mucha mortandad en el dicho pueblo de Querétaro y sus estancias de un cocoliste que por
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could not pay the required amount since many of the tributaries had died or
escaped and they asked for a new appraisal.

For that time, the multiethnic component of the town can be observed through
the activities and the commitments that the frays from the San Francisco convent
had with the community. The convent had nine frays who reside permanently in
it. From them, four were preachers for the Spaniards, one for the Otomies,
another for the Tarascos, two confessors who spoke Mexican and two others
who spoke Otomi. The latter could mean that four ninths of the population spoke
Spanish, probably being Spaniards, Mestizo, mulattos or black people. Out of
every ten indigenous people, four were Otomies, four Mexicans, who understood
Náhuatl, and two were Tarascos.69 Although the Chichimecas are not considered,
they did live in the town.

Third great population campaign, between 1602 and 1603

No matter the large mobilizations that had been registered to gather the scattered
Indians into population nucleus, still many of them continue living in the hills and
gullies. These Indians did not pay tribute and no control was kept on their work,
their beliefs and religious acts. In order to make the last moves of Indians to the
principal towns, the Spaniard Crown was in a dilemma. The real government
presented the need of making a massive effort of simultaneous gathering in the
whole New Spain. And for that reason there were many discussions in Spain
about whether it was convenient or not (Cline, 1955: 203-207). Finally, they
decided to make all the congregations, but without the direct participation of the
Mendicants. A special instance of the government for this matter, la sala de
congregaciones (the hall of congregations) (Loc. cit.). the observation and the
diagnosis of the communities that should be moved rested then on the civilian
judges, who were called judges of congregation.

In Querétaro, the third congregational campaign was performed by the
Mayor Gabriel Chávez, who acted as congregation judge, assisted by the
indigenous governor, Nicolás de San Luis.70 The moving operations took place
between 1602 and 1603. The re-accommodation was done in four congregations
located in the rims of Querétaro with people from all the towns (Figure 2), mainly
those located in the valleys of Querétaro, Apapátaro and Hueymilpan.

entonces dio allí entre los naturales de que en los dos años faltaron y murieron más de mill tributarios".
AHPFM, Santa Clara, Autos, 1600.
68 AHPFM, Libro Becerro, n. 14, f. 60.
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This could be: the congregation of Santa María, with two irrigation plots (Figure 2d)71

the congregation of San Roque (figures 1i and 2a), that form the extension of lands
the Indians chose and that later His Majesty with reales, later these lands were called
Nuevo Barrio de San Sebastián, where after three years a parish was build, named San
Sebastian.72

In the place called El Rincón the Indians from San Juanico (Figure 2c) were
gathered. As to such place Doña María de Tapia belonged to, she was
compensated at the same time with the lands of San Juanico. In La Cañada were
re-located the Indians from Santa María (Figure 2b). They complained before
the Viceroy for the vexations they were object by the people from Querrétaro73

and for the few lands they had. Soon after, the Viceroy allowed them to return
from the congregation of Querétaro, located in their old lands.

With the lands of the congregated Indians the haciendas started to being
organized. After the congregations of 1602 and 1603 a new re-accommodation
and distribution of lands was started.  Some Indians, whose complains for the
unjustified moving were attended, could go back to their places of origin, such as
Santa María Magadalena.74 However, the Spaniards and the principal Indians
extended their tillable lands by two means: the grants of land given by the Viceroy
and the purchase of lands distributed to the congregated Indians. This form of
land accumulation would lead to the formation of the agricultural haciendas. The
acquisition of the haciendas or labors occurred by the gradual purchase of small
pieces of land from the Indians. Little by little the cropping labor were extended.75

The purchase of land process began at the beginning of the XVI century, but
it was strengthen in the first half of the XVII century. An example of this
composition of land was the work known as Callejas, since it belonged to Don
Juan Callejas, son-in-law of one of the most distinguished Spaniards of Querétaro
in the third part of the XVI century, Don Bartolomé de Orduña.

The Juan Callejas labor (Figure 1j) was formed with some lands he bought
from Don Diego de Tapia, plus a grant of land the Viceroy had given his father-
in-law and another to him. This labor was later in hands of the Santa María
69 AHPFM, Provincia, General, Alfabética, caja 72, n. 12, 10 de diciembre de 1599.
70 AGN, Tierras, vol. 417, exp. 1, fs. 164-198.
71 AHPFM, Santa Rosa, n. 90, 1723.
72 AHPFM, Santa Rosa, n. 90, 1723, p. 29
73 AGN, Tierras, exp. 417, exp. 1, fs. 164-198.
74 The Commandments of the Worshipful Viceroy. Commandment of Velasco so that the Indians from
Santa María Magdalena, brought to the Congregation of Querétaro (1603) return to their town Santa
María Magdalena where there have more conveniences and less vexations from the Spaniards, 1610.
AHPFM, Becerro y Protocolo de los propios y rentas de este Real Convento de Nuestra Madre Santa
Clara de Querétaro, Francisco de Vargas. 1693 (por juez y contador), letra M, n. 234.
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convent and it was then when the expansion phase was registered. The pieces
of land acquired by the convent to consolidate this hacienda were obtained by
several proceedings. Some of them were donated by the indigenous people to the
founding nun of the convent, Doña Luisa del Espiritu Santo, daughter of Don
Diego de Tapia and universal heir of the Tapia family. At the same time, the Santa
Clara convent was the heir of Doña Luisa's assets.  Other pieces of land were
bought by the Spaniards to the Indians and after these sold them to the convent.
Some plots were also directly acquired by the convent, buying them from the
Indians, as that is how the Calleja labor was formed.76

The four Indian congregations of 1602 and 1603 were integrated as barrios
of Querétaro. With these barrios the new physiognomy was formed. The
multiethnic and urban character the town acquired would be kept for several
centuries. An important myth for the city emerges in those years; the Cruz de
los Milagros (The Cross of Miracles) re-emerges and gives sense to the cohesion
and belonging to the new inhabitants of the barrios, since in 1603 the Franciscans
mention that the miraculous movements of the Cross begin, this was capitalized
later as their own particular rite.77 Around those dates, the Franciscans fought
for their right of being the only religious party in the town and moved the
population to avoid the Mendicant order entered. Later, the Franciscans received
a royal document by which means they could, temporarily, that the San Agustin
order to be establishment of the San Agustin order.78

Final considerations

The re-population of Querétaro during the XVI century and the beginning of the
XVII century was done by means of congregations or reductions of Indians.
After re-founding the town of Querétaro, a long recruiting campaign was put into

75 AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja n. 16, n. 90.
76 "Estos títulos son de diferentes pedazos de tierra comprados a diferentes personas a los 18 de abril
de 1624 = y a los 10 de julio de 1624. ya postrero de agosto de 1642 y 15 de noviembre de 1650 = estando
en once fojas". AHPFM, Santa Clara, Títulos y mercedes, caja 7, n. 70.
77 Certified transfer of the informations provided to this respect by petition of the Father Friar Alonso
de Larrea on April 17, 1649.- Querétaro, June 10, 1649. AHPFM, Santa Cruz, Letra D, Leg. 1, n. 4.
78 Royal Document prohibiting the foundation that in Querétaro intended the order of San Aguistín,
year 1609. AHPFM, Inventario de A.P., 14 de abril de 1776, fray Pablo Beaumont, cajón 2, Leg. 2,
n. 15.
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